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**eFigure:** Rates of High On-Treatment Platelet Reactivity Following Administration of Ticagrelor Loading Dose in the Chewing versus Standard Group

This supplementary material has been provided by the authors to give readers additional information about their work.
eFigure: Rates of High On-Treatment Platelet Reactivity Following Administration of Ticagrelor Loading Dose in the Chewing versus Standard Group

eFigure 1

- Baseline: Chewing group 77%, Standard group 77%
  - P=0.77

- 30 Minutes: Chewing group 40%, Standard group 78%
  - P=0.04

- 60 Minutes: Chewing group 20%, Standard group 71%
  - P=0.03

- 240 Minutes: Chewing group 5%, Standard group 5%
  - P=1.0
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